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We were not born to be super powers of today to overrule this world and its entire 

existence with gadgets and technology, nor were we formed to be like this, to over look 

the entire creation. We call ourselves the most developed species with reasoning and 

understanding, analytical capabilities and intelligence ever made. Yet we make 

convenient choices of stealth and manipulate everything in the way we want.  

After all who do we think we are, is it really justified for the kind of definitions we have 

labelled ourselves with? We happily blame or take sides of manmade creations and 

enrich our ego to almost equal to the supreme who has created us with his love. What 

worth are we if we can’t understand our whole purpose of existence and our being. Why 

do we yet, bother to live life like a busy bee and understand everything lesser known to 

a nomad. 

Is this what we were meant to be...!! 

Why do we fantasize this life and yield as a greedy hyena to encroach everything 

around us, like it had always meant to be ours? Why have we started encasing our 

emotions which we were born with and claim to have educated ourselves into liberates.. 

!! Why!! have our seeds of existence gone wrong because of which we are choosing to 

live or have any external civilization influenced us enough to culminate our most sacred 

truth, or, should we simply blame our root of recent origin that has failed to structure us 

into what we have been made for… 

God should never have made a man as one of his dear and best creation, if this is how 

we are taking his creations to be. Have we stopped taking breath or stopped feeling 

hunger or cold or pain or have we grown so self cantered to ignore everything apart 

from what our nervous system has done for us. The ‘’I” replaced the ‘we’ is an old 
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saying that will change the whole reasoning. Its always the ‘’I” that has changed which 

in turn has changed the whole perception of we or us. How kind is our creator to have 

still made us be born in the same way, when first he framed us. Are we not a part of 

both ‘he’ and ‘she’, are we not still nurtured for 295 odd days to subject our beings or 

has the plan changed slightly. 

Perhaps it has...!! when we are seeded from the ‘he ‘and ‘she’, recent times may have 

seen less of true love and more of need, more of want and greed, which has undefined 

love. Maybe there are more of thoughts and fantasises than preaching of eternity. 

When we are being seeded maybe there is more of want of comfort and pride in one’s 

mind than the presence of divine. When we were being seeded, maybe it’s more of a 

deal or a calculative decision than a soulful commitment one feels. When we are being 

seeded maybe there is least connection with the almighty which alas is one and only 

reason we were not meant to be.  

Has all this changed who we are or are we just drawing speculations as if nothing has 

ever gone wrong? Pretence can never feed our belly or fetch a handful of peace and 

divinity; ignorance can never win unless you decide to lead their path. Shrewd nature 

can never empower us unless we have decided to sell it to our wrath. Animosity can 

never strengthen unless we have succumbed to our fears in depth. Pride can never 

make belief unto us unless we have sold a large chunk of ourselves to greed 

Indeed, the time has come, where a mother nursing her child, as a most divine act is 

looked at with awkwardness and shame. Where a mother’s caress has been deprived to 

the child by various tangible needs, probably this is where we have lapsed. It can’t be 

the fault of recent innovative inventions or technologies, with the need of time, we walk 

with the changes that come across accepting it and lead ourselves to understand 

divinity, alas it is most used for the rest. A child’s basic needs being deprived has driven 

to many hidden psychological and personality development which spurts up as and how 

the child moulds itself into the already framed outer world as a secondary personality 

development. Many children having ADHD, autism, hyperactive disorders are directly or 

indirectly the results of infantile stress life and have faced difficulties in coping with 

situations due to this primary insufficiency. 
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This change amongst the new born may never get them back to living their true 

purposes of life or the purpose their parents meant 

We should stop blaming and get our basics on life and our purposes of living right, seek 

the truth for the time is right as well... it’s a vicious circle of events which never let us get 

over it unless we have learnt it right and received ourselves of the truth of life. Just 

taking a moment to ignite an impulse so strong of devotion and an urge to connect with 

our creator, with an intense and consistent precession that arises from the depth of our 

soul will reverberate through our body to make an understanding of the present moment 

which is the truth. 

Just one moment of pulse, one thought, one moment of truth filled in us and divine call 

is enough to uplift this whole life to a greater level. Believe that we are and will create 

the new beginning so strong enough to propel a new beginning...  

Remember.. !! we are not who we are until we realise our purpose of birth and reason to 

take a body.. We are empowered to do the ugly , the bad, the evil, the good and the 

divine all in one life.. Things that God and Angels take longer time to execute …  

We create heaven and hell right here on Earth , around us.. within us.. and for others…. 

That one pulse of consciousness of the present moment and of our beings makes that 

little difference.. But alas as we grow busy in this worldly duties, we intend to loose the 

truth in the  moment.. And skip the bliss of being who we are… !!! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


